Linear Power Amplifier Design for 3rd Generation Infrastructure

Overview
Cambridge RF offers its considerable design expertise in linear power amplifier design to customers building
3rd Generation infrastructure products. Our proven RF design process coupled with product and system
integration skills allows us to work with our customers to reduce project risk and improve time to market.
Linear power amplifiers are required in base-stations for a number of cellular standards. Those based on
CDMA technology have a particularly demanding requirement because of the high crest factor of the RF
signal envelope. To meet these requirements, Cambridge RF utilises load pull and device characterisation
equipment, and nonlinear and electromagnetic CAD software. Combined with expertise in linearisation
architectures, we have the skills and equipment required to produce leading edge, highly manufacturable
designs.

Highlights

Cambridge RF’s Design Expertise
Robust PA design methodology
 Circuit Architectures for High Efficiency
 Multicarrier Solutions
 Device characterisation, across different wafer lots,
bias and temperature conditions
 Design Verification Testing
 Fast prototyping facility
 Product Integration and parametric testing
Lineariser Technology
 Digital Predistortion
 Multipoint Modulation

Cambridge RF’s Solution
Device Selection and Characterisation
PA Circuit Design
System Architecture
System Integration
Testing, Yield, Manufacturability
Production Support
Baseband / Digital / Analogue / RF
tradeoffs and integration
Optimal System Solution

 Automatic Digital Adaption

Cambridge RF Ltd. - your partner in RF technology.
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A critical part of the design process is the use of Automated Load Pull. This maps out the capabilities of a
given power transistor, identifying the trade-offs possible between key metrics such as linearity, gain and
efficiency. Above is a 3GPP W-CDMA device capable of producing 20 Watts, showing load match contours
of ACLR, gain and drain current.

What can Cambridge RF do for you?
Cambridge RF undertakes all aspects of communications product design, including complete system and subsystem design, and both hardware and software component design. The company focuses primarily on
network infrastructure, wireless infrastructure, broadband access devices, and consumer communications and
infotainment products. Cambridge RF’s design services span product conceptualization through
implementation for production manufacturing, enabling our customers to get better products to market faster.
Our track record in EDGE and W-CDMA amplifier designs provides the starting point for our involvement
in your project. The breadth of our background allows us to choose an approach that minimises development
time and maximises product performance.

About Cambridge RF
Cambridge RF is a leading provider of innovative engineering services, consultancy and intellectual property
(IP) for the design of complex electronic systems and components for the global communications market.
Headquartered in Cambridge, U.K., we are immersed in a region that boasts rich technological resources and
skills. Our key staff have more than 20 years experience in this industry, and a proven track record in the
design of RF products. For more information, please contact us: +44(0)1223 700497, by email:
enquiries@cambridgeRF.com, or visit us on the World Wide Web at: http://www.cambridgeRF.com.
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